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About This Game

Fiesta Online is a unique free to play anime MMORPG played by an active and friendly community. In a magical and colorful
world, players assume the role of a fantasy hero and brave powerful enemies and challenging quests.
With regular updates and more than 115 levels, hundreds of hours of gameplay content await you!

Features

•ANIME MMORPG
Choose your fantasy hero among five different character classes. Each class is equipped with different skills and plays a
different role. You are not limited to only one character. You can change and experience the game in a new perspective.

-Fighter
-Cleric
-Archer
-Mage

-Trickster

•QUESTS & ADVENTURES
Everyday new adventures await you thanks to a Daily Quest System rewarding you with fame and bonuses. You can also take

part in epic Kingdom Quests to help your character make friends and level up.

•GUILDS & DUNGEONS
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Become a member of a guild and have fun while playing Fiesta together. Fight together mighty bosses in dungeons and become
the most powerful guild!

•MASTER & APPRENTICE SYSTEM
Learn a new type of team play to progress easily and fast in the game! Gain levels faster as Apprentice and pass on your

knowledge as Master.

•EVENTS & WEDDING SYSTEM
Participate in numerous in-game events and organize parties where you can dance with your friends. Find a partner who will

stay on your side throughout your adventures and get married.

Join the fun with us, thousands of players await you!
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Title: Fiesta Online
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Onson Soft
Publisher:
gamigo AG
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP, Win Vista, Win 7, Win 8

Processor: Pentium 4 – 1.6 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce MX

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German
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The game will not boot up. When I try to run the game all I get is a black screan any ideas?. Just an English review. This is by
far the most fun I've had playing any tower defense game, and I've played dozens. The rune system might seem confusing at
first, but it really isn't. It adds a huge amount of replayability to the game, along with a literally infinite number of maps. The
towers and upgrades are quite well done. My personal favorite pastime is now hurling unsuspecting adventurers into chasms,
lava and water-filled pits. This game lets you slay your own way!. This game is how I assume a day in North Korea goes down.
5.9\/10 UI is clunky. I'm not fan of the writing, story, art, and design choices. However, it's a great strategy war sim rpg
something and the mechanics around all of that work very well. I think they work so well that If those other elements were
polished and shined up to just being average my rating would be much closer to a 9\/10.

Personally...I'd cut everything that has to do with wandering around town "exploring" what amounts to be a bunch of menu
options that you have to wander around to find. I think the game would work better if you just went to a town screen with menu
options. You could keep the maps for the fights and the worldview map...but as of now the town phase is just painful to get
through. I know those levels took some time to design and there's some good work in there for sure and I hate to say cut out
something I'm sure took time to create...but the game just doesn't flow very well as it is IMO.

I'd guess just doing that would bump my rating up to a 7.3\/10. (not that the devs are living and dying on my completely
arbitrary and often random grading scale...but maybe the should? nope probably not just FYI)

. It looks decent and the background music track is alright. The concept is interesting but there is barerly any content in the
game. I expected actual maps or challenges but what you get is a rectangle that falls apart. It is my understanding that this has
been in early access and considering that there really should be more content in the game.

If you do not believe me then filter out all the thumbs down reviews and only look at the thumbs up reviews. 7\/13 positive
reviews that i can see (english ones) have only played up to half an hour. 3\/13 have played more than 2 hours.

I can see how the game could be interesting in early access the content they currently have is not worth the price in my opinion..
its okay but it seems like its one of those cheap games on the app store... And if it was free then hek ya get itbut its costs money
so NOOOOO. Good game, 7\/10
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I am not really disappointed by this game,despite it's a mobile title and it's not really well adapted for PCs,but it even doesn't
pretend to be a PC game.The price isn't also too high,taking into account the contained,awesome soundtrack by A7x.Firstly I
tried to play it on my smartphone,then bought it on Steam I finished it on PC and I do not regret.
Notice,that the game is clearly adressed to the fans of the band.If you are not one of them then you may be disappointed..
Weather Lord is the first game the Weather Lord series. It is much different than the sequels, feels more like babies first time
management game. It's far too simple and quite boring for an adult, but probably would be great for kids. It's a good thing that I
played some of the later games in the series before playing this, otherwise I would have missed out on some really games if I
had played this first.. Very cool lighting effects and gameplay. Audio a bit rinky-dinky carousel type stuff, unfortunately not in
the same class as the great Russian K-D Lab's Biprolex +. Arcalex is ready! Tetlix Stopped! Achtung! Rabid Squares Down!
Wow! Super Ball! If you can figure out how to play this Dynamic Battlefield For Your Brains there is an emulation at 
https:\/\/archive.org\/details\/BIPROLEX. This game is truly fantastic. It is quite a bit difficult when you are first starting out
and don't really know what to do or what is good, but after you warm up to the game, you learn it has a deep meta surrounding
optimizing your character and that just building your character can be as fun as playing the game itself.

The game features turn based movement and combat, as seen in many roguelikes, although this game itself is not a roguelike.
It's got great randomly generated treasure always keeping you in suspense for what might be in the next loot bag. There is also a
wide diversity of enemies, even among the many melee-oriented enemies in the game, there are frequently variations such as
enemies that inflict diseases or poison with their attacks.

The story is pretty good, and it's told to you through conversations with the various NPCs. Learning about the world and its lore
is pretty fascinating and there is enough of it to keep you wanting more all the way until the end of the game.

There are lots of things to do in the game, like crafting potions with alchemy, enchanting your equipment, tons of sidequests,
secret rooms to find, locks to pick, traps to disarm, and crimes to commit. It's very reminiscent of the great Ultima games, but
updated with modern technology. This game is a must have for any old school RPG fans.. Would buy if it was full price 10\/10.
Just...er...No.. how do i open the door. Now, full disclosure, I am friends with the creator of this game, and had watched he
work on this, and I play tested this when it was still in the early stages. So take my review with a grain of salt if you would like.

Now that that's out of the way, I will say I greatly enjoyed the final product Michael made. It's come a long way from the early
builds I helped test. The puzzels are stream lined with out being too diffuclt (Though granted I knew how to get past the ones I
got stuck on before), but having the right leve of challenge to give me pause to think about the solution.
The only issue I had would be some minor sound issus .

Over all it's a fun and quick game to play, and worth checking out.

. It should probably only be 5 dollars at most, 15 dollars is fricking insane and is the equivalent of charging $15 for a unit pack
in a strategy game. It was okay but oh, so so tiresome. I might have enjoyed it more if I was under 7 but I'm decades past that so
I found it a bit childish. Quite a long game with a reasonable amount of HOGs but I was constantly wishing it was over. When I
finally trudged to the end I was awared with an extra level... and more trudging. The art work was only just passable and the
HOGs were reasonably challenging. The hints were required at times and were accurate and relatively quick to recharge.
I would give it a neutral recommendation if I could as it is too childish but it is a long game so I give it a thumbs up.
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